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Foreword

After a period of heated debate on deficit reduction, the subject of economic growth has re-entered the political consciousness. This is welcome: sound public finances are essential to the recovery, but not sufficient. The deficit will not be tackled solely by reducing government spending. As the new government seeks to rebuild the UK’s economy, the concept of economic ‘balance’ has come to the fore.

Recent speeches by the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills have raised the vital question of growth, and put the idea of rebalancing the economy at the front and centre of political debate. In particular, both speeches raised the issue of sectoral rebalancing – what will take the place of the economic growth that for so long was provided by the UK’s financial services sector.

This is a controversial subject, with some commentators advocating a relentless focus on promoting manufacturing, and others insisting that financial and business services are the only areas in which the UK can prosper.

This report seeks to move the debate forward with data and analysis. It looks at a number of scenarios for a rebalanced economy, and asks two important questions: what is realistic, and what is desirable for the country. It highlights the vital role of innovation and high-tech industries in driving sustainable growth, and looks at what government can do with limited resources to make this happen.

NESTA is very grateful to the support of Oxford Economics, who worked with us on much of the analysis in this report, and to the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, who provided constructive comments and reviewed early drafts.

We are sure that this research will be a valuable contribution to the debate on how to foster economic growth. As ever, we welcome your views.

Jonathan Kestenbaum
Chief Executive, NESTA

June, 2010

NESTA is the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts. Our aim is to transform the UK’s capacity for innovation. We invest in early-stage companies, inform innovation policy and encourage a culture that helps innovation to flourish.
Executive summary

The concept of a ‘rebalanced’ economy has become central to the debate on how the UK can emerge from recession and generate sustainable growth.

Economic ‘balance’ has come to refer to many things, including the balance between imports and exports, the balance between the public and private sectors, the balance between public spending and tax receipts, and the balance between the South East and the rest of the country. This report focuses on one particular aspect: the balance between different sectors in the economy.

This issue has become particularly topical in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, which has led many to question the decades-long rise of the UK’s financial services sector at the expense of manufacturing industries. An important debate has begun between those who believe the UK needs a new balance between its different sectors, with a smaller role for finance and a greater one for manufacturing and technology, and those who believe that services, and in particular financial and business services, will continue to provide the country’s bread and butter and its best chance of recovery.

But this debate has often taken place in the absence of evidence. Strongly held views on the inherent importance of manufacturing or on the UK’s competitive position in financial services have played a more prominent role in the argument over rebalancing than scrutiny of what the different options mean for the UK’s economy.

This report is an attempt to take a more analytical approach to this debate. It starts by analysing the current and historical balance of the UK economy in comparison to other rich countries, and highlighting the challenges of drawing firm inferences about the state of sectoral balance from a straightforward comparison with other countries. The report then models four different scenarios for future growth, to determine the credibility of different visions for a rebalanced economy. It concludes by considering the types of policies that the government should enact to address the challenge of growth.

The report sets out four possible scenarios for future growth, including a ‘business-as-usual’ case, a broad-based manufacturing renaissance, a high-tech growth scenario, and a case in which businesses invest heavily in innovation across the economy. It applies these scenarios to a widely recognised economic model to identify what one would have to believe for the scenarios to be plausible.

The results show the shortcomings of the business-as-usual scenario: it is slow to generate jobs (employment growth does not occur until 2013) and delivers poor growth in the UK’s regions and nations (employment growth in Wales is projected to be an anaemic 0.1 per cent per year over the decade, 0.2 per cent per year in the North East). The broad-based manufacturing renaissance, however, strains credibility. While manufacturing output is expected to grow in all scenarios, an increase in the sector’s contribution to the economy by 3 percentage points from today’s levels by 2020 implies levels of manufacturing growth (around 6.2 per cent per year) not seen since before 1945.

The other two scenarios, though ambitious, are both more plausible in terms of the factors required for them to occur. They would
generate higher rates of growth outside London, a faster return to employment growth (by 2011 rather than 2013) and a very sound overall level of economic growth.

A further important implication of all four scenarios is that even in those where the manufacturing contribution to the economy grows, business services continue to be the largest contributor to UK economic growth, showing the centrality of services (including creative sectors such as software and advertising) even in a more manufacturing oriented economy.

**Policy implications**

Since both the high-tech scenario and wider innovation scenario have some uncertainties – neither is a sure thing – and are in some senses complementary (creating the conditions for innovation across the economy will in itself benefit the growth of high-tech sectors and vice-versa), policy should be put in place that works towards both of these goals. This policy path is supported by analysis of the UK’s comparative advantage, as well as NESTA’s own research highlighting the vital link between innovation and growth. At the same time, policy has to take into account the straitened state of public finances. Accordingly, the recommendations in this report are focused on improving value for money, and do not require additional government spending.

The report recommends that policy for growth should be focused on two ends: fostering an environment in which innovative firms can flourish; and making sure that the government actions support high-potential, high-tech sectors, wherever possible.

Government policy as it relates to high-tech sectors should concentrate on harnessing existing spending – for example through government procurement and university research and teaching – to meet the demands of high-potential sectors, underpinned by a framework of taxation that encourages investment and enterprise and a financial regulation that ensures access to finance.

Encouraging innovation across the economy will require the government to engineer a business environment which encourages a diverse pool of ideas to emerge from universities and companies, promotes entrepreneurial risk-taking, fosters open and competitive markets, provides a supportive financial architecture and a highly skilled workforce.

There are also measures that the government should seek to introduce now. In particular, government should pay special heed to the small minority of high-growth businesses that generate the bulk of job creation – and which NESTA research has shown to be disproportionately innovative. Mainstream government support, such as Business Links, is not clearly targeted at this group. In an age of austerity, government should consider the role that private sector-led programmes that incubate and support high-potential businesses in particular can play.

The report also highlights the importance of access to finance; government policy here on banking competition and small business lending, combined with existing policies like the Innovation Investment Fund, can help provide the financial architecture that businesses need to innovate and thrive. As part of its year-long work, the recently established Banking Commission should seek to examine how financial institutions in the UK provide debt and equity to innovative companies and options for enhancing this support.

These recommendations, and the question of how to deliver investment in innovation and high-tech outlined in this report, will be the subject of further work by NESTA in the coming months, with a view to helping provide an evidence-based framework for how the UK economy can return to growth.

**A note on terminology**

‘Government’ as used here can refer to the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, with appropriate caveats as to the varying powers and responsibilities of these administrations over specific budgets and services.
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Part 1: Introduction – economic recovery and the debate on rebalancing

This section outlines the current heated debate on how – and whether – we should rebalance the UK’s economy, a debate which is central to policy on economic growth and recovery. In particular, it focuses on the question of sectoral rebalancing: the desire to ensure that “success and prosperity are spread more evenly across regions and industries”. But this debate is one that has often taken place in the absence of economic analysis. This section proposes a way to address this, in order to help policymakers tackle the challenges of growth.

The idea of rebalancing the economy has been at the forefront of British political debate since the collapse of the UK’s banking sector in 2008. It is increasingly seen as a vital prerequisite for economic recovery and sustainable growth. This report asks whether the UK economy is unbalanced and examines potential rebalancing scenarios.

The starting point for these questions is the UK’s desperate need for economic growth. The recession has left the country in a parlous state. The UK today is more indebted than any other major economy bar Japan, with a combined private and public sector debt of 466 per cent of GDP in 2009. In two short years, the UK public sector net borrowing has jumped from 2.4 per cent of national income to 10.3 per cent, one of the worst in Europe. And public debt is predicted to reach 90.6 per cent of GDP by 2015, twice the level seen in 2007.

Our personal finances are also in bad shape. While other European households were saving, the UK’s were going deeper into debt. Net borrowing by UK households was on average 2.5 per cent of their gross disposable income over 2000–2007, while in contrast in France and Germany households were saving (6.1 per cent and 7.7 per cent respectively). And as a result UK household debt grew from 68 per cent of GDP in 2000 to over 103 per cent in 2009, the highest among the G7 economies (and more than twice the level in France and Germany).

Unemployment has also been increasing and now stands at 2.51 million. Though the level of unemployment – 8.0 per cent of the working population – is by no means exceptional amongst other leading economies, it is the highest figure for 15 years. With the recovery still uncertain, unemployment could still climb further particularly when public sector job cuts kick in.

The backdrop to all these problems is the UK’s long-standing productivity challenge. Productivity growth is what ultimately drives UK living standards in the long term. For decades, UK labour productivity has been lower than in the US and leading European economies. Whilst UK productivity has experienced the fastest rate of growth of any G7 country in the period 1991–2008, the UK continues to lag behind the G7 average.

Economists broadly agree that fostering economic growth while tackling the deep-seated problems that confront the UK requires a better balance in a number of areas:

• More balanced public finances: Current borrowing levels are unsustainable, so reducing the public sector deficit must be a priority for the new government. Lower expenditure, higher taxes and robust growth will be required to achieve it. But the demand for public services is unlikely to fall significantly, so new innovative approaches to public sector delivery will need to be developed to reduce costs while maintaining the quality of public services.

• Less dependence on consumer spending: UK consumers, backed by cheap credit, have been an engine of growth over the past decade. But the burden of personal debt means their contribution will be more limited in the next few years. The deleveraging of households and the public sector suggests that exports and investment will have to play a more important role going forward.
A healthier UK current account: The UK’s growth profile over the last decade also resulted in a current account deficit, which peaked at 3.3 per cent of GDP in 2006. Following the recession and the fall in sterling, the current account deficit is now at 1.3 per cent. But there are differing views regarding what will happen to it as the economy recovers. Some forecasts, such as IMF and Oxford Economics, suggest that the deficit will fall further. Others suggest that the deficit may rise as the economy recovers and imports rise. The devaluation of sterling will continue to facilitate adjustments but at a cost of higher import prices, and thus higher inflation. So devaluation should not be viewed as a costless substitute for productivity-enhancing policies.

Balancing the public and private sectors: The public sector accounted for 24 per cent of UK jobs created between 2000 and 2008, reaching 5.8 million employees in 2008. And this is likely to underestimate its contribution given the increasing role that private and third sector organisations have played in the delivery of public services over the period (‘public sector outsourcing’). This is a major reversal relative to the prior eight years, in which the public sector shrank by 608,000. The forthcoming fiscal consolidation makes further public sector jobs expansion implausible, and employment cuts very likely. So private job creation will have to take over if the UK is to make progress towards reducing unemployment levels.

Regional balance: The past two decades have seen a widening of regional differences in economic growth and job creation. London and the South East have experienced robust growth, benefiting from the concentration of business and financial services, whilst the North East, Northern Ireland and Wales have all lagged behind. This creates economic and social issues that consecutive governments have attempted to rectify. Regional disparities are likely to become accentuated as heavy public spending cuts hit all regions of the UK.

But of all the ways in which the economy can be rebalanced, perhaps the one that has attracted the most attention in the aftermath of the global financial crisis is the balance between the sectors of the UK economy. The dramatic failure of leading banks and the global deflation of asset bubbles crystallised widespread worries about a model of growth based on financial services and the steady appreciation of real estate. Promises of a ‘post-industrial’ future now seem much less reassuring than they did five years ago.

The idea of an economy less dependent on financial services and with greater strengths in manufacturing and technology has drawn widespread support. It has received endorsement from across the political spectrum: Vince Cable, the Business Secretary has identified the UK’s problem with “growth over-dependent on the banking sector”;

Prime Minister David Cameron argued that “[the] economy has become more and more unbalanced, with our fortunes hitched to a few industries in one corner of the country, while we let other sectors like manufacturing slide”;

while former Business Secretary Lord Mandelson called for “an economy with less financial engineering and more real engineering.”

In some cases, these calls have manifested themselves as ambitious goals for the manufacturing sector: it has been argued that the UK’s manufacturing sector should aspire to the size and scale of its counterparts in countries like Germany and Finland. France’s president Nicolas Sarkozy has gone so far as to set an explicit growth target for French manufacturing: 25 per cent growth in output over the next five years.

But rebalancing also has its sceptics. They point to the strength of the UK’s services sector, and argue that banking and allied industries are perennials that represent the UK’s best hope for growth. Anatole Kaletsky, editor-at-large of The Times, summed up the sceptics’ argument in a recent piece:

“The new consensus states that Britain has an overextended and unstable financial sector that needs cutting down to size... The problem is that it is almost certainly wrong. Finance and the business services, such as law, accountancy and management consultancy that are natural spin-offs from buoyant financial activity, are the industries in which Britain has always enjoyed its clearest comparative advantage.”

Rebalancing sceptics would argue that it was ever thus: Britain has always profited from commerce and services more than from manufacturing, and has always felt uneasy about the fact. The depiction of British finance as the enemy of honest manufacturing was as vehement in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries as it is in the twenty-first. Dickens’s Mr Merdle and Trollope’s Augustus Melmotte exemplify the Victorians’ unease with unscrupulous financiers who ruined ‘real’ businesses, while Britain agonised over its industries throughout the last century, whether in the discussion of the Macmillan gap between the wars or in the reaction to deindustrialisation in the 1980s.  

What has been missing from this debate is analysis. How unbalanced is the UK’s economy when examined quantitatively? And what would different plans for rebalancing mean for growth?

The remainder of this report attempts to do precisely that. First of all, it looks at the current and historical shape of the UK economy, asking whether it is possible to diagnose sectoral imbalances. Then, it sets out four possible scenarios for future growth, one business-as-usual, and the others involving elements of rebalancing. Using a widely accepted economic model, the report considers how each scenario impacts on economic growth, regional performance, employment and growth in the number of companies in the UK. It goes on to ask how credible they are: what would one need to believe for these scenarios to deliver a healthy rate of economic growth over the coming decade? Finally, it identifies the policy implications of the most plausible and attractive scenarios.

22. There is a good tradition of economic analysis of the sectoral structure of the economy. The issue has been covered in ‘Globalisation and the changing UK economy’ (Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform) and the European Commission’s ‘EU Industrial Structure 2009 – Performance and Competitiveness’. At an academic level, discussions encompass both Baumol’s (1967) model of unbalanced growth and wider analysis of deindustrialisation (for a review of this literature, see for example Rowthorn, R. and Ramaswamy, R. (1997) ‘Deindustrialisation: causes and implications.’ Staff Studies for the World Economic Outlook. Washington, DC: International Monetary Fund).
Part 2: Is the economy sectorally unbalanced?

This section examines the question of the sectoral balance of the economy. It first of all asks how we can assess whether an economy is balanced. Then it looks at a number of possible measures, focusing on the contributions of three particularly important sectors — manufacturing, financial and business services — to growth in output (expressed as Gross Value Added, or GVA), employment and exports. Finally, it asks whether the current state of balance in the economy can be said to be a good or a bad thing in itself.

The conclusion it reaches is a mixed one: it is fiendishly difficult to come up with a rigorous measure for how balanced economies are. Many of the phenomena that have affected sectoral balance in the UK, in particular the decline of our manufacturing sector, have also affected other countries. However, it is clear that the UK’s financial services sector is larger than that of many developed countries and that its manufacturing sector is smaller, whether measured in terms of output, employment or exports.

The case that this sectoral mix is a priori worse than others is not proven. Other countries, including those with healthy manufacturing sectors and small financial services sectors, have also raised concerns over their sectoral mix, for reasons that sound no less plausible than the concerns raised in the UK.

How do you measure sectoral balance?

To answer the question of whether the economy is unbalanced, it is necessary to define what balance means. When it comes to sectoral balance, this is harder than it looks.

The first challenge is how to define sectors: looking at the high-level balance between, for example, manufacturing and services generates different results for different countries compared with looking at industries in detail (for example by using 3-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes).

A second challenge is how to choose appropriate international comparators to decide what the ‘right’ balance is. Should this be an average of all developed countries? If so, should outliers, such as Norway or Australia’s extractive industries or Switzerland’s banking sector be included or excluded?

A third challenge is what statistical technique to use to compare sectors and countries. As part of this report, Oxford Economics analysed the sectoral breakdown of the UK economy using a number of different commonly used techniques to measure diversity; even holding the definition of sectors and the comparator countries constant, they generated significantly different results.23

All this makes estimating the sectoral balance of an economy a much more impressionistic exercise than the partisans of either side of the argument might make out. The most informative way of addressing the question may be the simplest: eyeballing the levels of sectoral balance in a range of broadly similar countries, and comparing their change over time.

How does the UK’s current sectoral balance compare with other leading economies?

To address the question of how balanced the UK economy is, NESTA worked with Oxford Economics. We sought to examine how the UK’s sectoral composition changed over the past 40 years and how this compares with other developed countries.

The first and arguably the most important measure to examine the balance of an economy is output, measured as GVA. Figures 1 and 2 show the current GVA contributions of

23. Indices, such as Herfindahl, Ogive and Entropy can be used to measure economic diversity but their outcomes can be contradictory, reflecting the underlying difficulty in objectively identifying what a well balanced economy looks like. These results are set out in Oxford Economics (2010) Examining Sectoral Growth in the UK. Oxford: Oxford Economics.
Figure 1: Manufacturing as a share of GVA in several leading economies (2007)

Source: OECD.

Figure 2: Financial and Business Services as a share of GVA in several leading economies (2007)

Source: OECD.
manufacturing, finance and business services in the UK economy against other G7 countries. This analysis highlights two factors.

First, that the UK has a somewhat smaller manufacturing sector and a somewhat larger financial and business services sector than several rich countries.

Second, it highlights that we are not unique in this respect: the US and France exhibit similar departures from the norm.

How has sectoral balance changed over time?

Though the current sectoral balance may not be exceptional, we sought to examine whether the trends observed in the UK economy were different from those seen elsewhere. We analysed trends in the economies of the UK and other leading countries, specifically changes in sectoral contributions to GVA growth, employment and exports.

Change in output over time

It will come as no surprise to learn that financial services have grown significantly over the last 30 years, from 5.7 per cent of the output of the UK economy in 1985 to 7.7 per cent in 2007. While the relative growth is impressive, the change to its absolute contribution to the UK economy is much more modest: a mere 2 percentage points (Figure 3). The financial services sectors in the US and Japan have also experienced growth over the same period. In the US, the sector experienced very similar growth to the UK, going from 5.4 per cent of total GVA in 1985 to 7.9 per cent in 2007. This growth has been more consistent and less susceptible to recessions than in the UK. The Japanese financial services sector has seen somewhat slower growth, with contribution to GVA going from 5.2 per cent to 6.7 per cent between 1985 and 2007.

In the same period, manufacturing has declined rapidly, dramatically falling from 29 per cent of the UK output in 1979 to 13 per cent of output in 2007 (Figure 4). All the major economies examined, apart from Finland, saw a fall in the

---

**Figure 3:** Financial Services share of total value added across a range of economies (at current prices)

![Financial Services share of total value added across a range of economies (at current prices)](chart)

**Source:** OECD.
Figure 4: Manufacturing share of total value added across a range of economies (at current prices)

Source: OECD.

Figure 5: Business Services as a share of Value Added across a range of economies (at current prices)

Source: OECD.
The growth of the business services sector plugs the gap in the UK economy between the decline of manufacturing and the growth of financial services. Internationally, all the leading economies examined have experienced growth in business services. Growth in the UK has been quicker than in other countries, doubling its contribution to GVA from 12 per cent in 1985 to 24 per cent in 2007, an impressive 12 percentage points (see Figure 5). Over the same period, business services in France saw a similar explosion in growth, rising from 19 per cent to 29 per cent of total GVA—a level of contribution higher than in the UK. In the US, the sector grew from 20 per cent to 24 per cent of total GVA. In contrast to financial services, this growth has not been as cyclical with business services’ contribution relatively stable during the recessions of the early 1990s and following the dotcom crash.

Examining the contribution to growth from these sectors highlights the role of financial and business services in driving growth (Figure 6). With the exception of 2002, financial and business services have been the most important sources of growth in the UK economy over the past 15 years, often contributing to the majority of growth seen in a particular year. The contribution of business services often dwarfs the impact of financial services. This level of contribution is disproportionate to the size of each sector. The sharp downturn in 2009 impacted all sectors of the economy with manufacturing and other sectors suffering large contractions.

Figure 6: Business as usual – GVA growth

Source: OECD.
Sectoral contribution to employment

Different productivity levels in sectors often results in varying impacts on employment. Examining employment changes in the financial services sector highlights that despite overall growth, contribution to total employment has actually fallen from 3.9 per cent in 1994 to 3.5 per cent in 2007. Growth in the financial services sector’s contribution to total employment has been modest, but positive, in the US and Japan. The contribution of manufacturing to overall employment has also decreased sharply by 16 percentage points from 26 per cent to 10 per cent between 1979 and 2007. Similar declines in employment have been seen in other leading economies (Figure 7).

The business services sector has become far more important for employment than both manufacturing and financial services, contributing to around 17 per cent total employment (Figure 8). The growth of business services sector employment has been similar in other leading economies, though the UK now has a slightly higher overall contribution (17 per cent compared to 16 per cent and 15 per cent in France and the US respectively). Within business services, employment in professional services (legal, accountancy and other consultancies) and labour recruitment has grown strongly in the last decade (Figure 9).

Figure 7: Manufacturing share of total employment across a range of economies

Source: OECD.

Sectoral contribution to exports

The UK’s current account deficit, and how to close it, is an area of concern for policymakers and economists. In the UK, the contribution of manufacturing to exports has been in decline, falling from 16 per cent of GDP in 1995 to 11 per cent in 2007 (Figure 10). In 2007 manufactured goods represented 44 per cent of UK exports, just five points higher than the share of services (39 per cent). The increase in the contribution of services has been driven significantly by business and financial services.25 Their share of exports has gone up from 10 per cent to 25 per cent in the same period (an additional 7.5 points each).

This large share highlights the comparative advantage that the UK has developed in this sector. The UK and US are the largest exporters of both business and financial services in the world, with the UK ahead of the US in some

25. Source: UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics 2009. Business services is defined to include ‘Computer and information’ and ‘Other business services’, and thus excludes ‘Royalties and licence fees’ and ‘Personal, cultural and recreational services’ among others. Financial services includes the categories of ‘Financial Services’ and ‘Insurance’.
Figure 8: Business Services share of total employment across a range of economies

Source: OECD.

Figure 9: Business services contribution to employment by sub-sector
**Figure 10:** Sectoral contribution to exports
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**Figure 11:** Major business and financial services exporters in 2007 (figures for India relate to 2006)
years (e.g. 2007). The UK accounted for roughly a quarter of global financial exports, and around one-tenth of business services exports in 2007 (Figure 11).

Does sectoral balance matter?

The analysis presented above gives support to the widely held view that the UK’s economy is light on manufacturing and heavy on financial and business services. The more important question is what this means for policy: is the structure of our economy in itself a good reason to try to rebalance it?

This has certainly been argued. The ERA Foundation has used the UK’s export figures to support the case for much greater emphasis on manufacturing and technology, stating that manufacturing “provides the major source of real wealth generation” and consequently is the only sustainable way to address the current account deficit.26

Others have argued that financial services, or even services more generally, are either inherently unstable or unlikely to provide significant growth in the immediate future.27 It is hard to believe that the banking sector will experience the kind of growth it experienced in the past three decades in the coming years. The risk of having all our economic eggs in a basket that has so recently failed us seems foolish.

A related concern is the risk that particular sorts of imbalance might lead to what has been called ‘Dutch Disease’, the phenomenon of a single powerful sector undermining the competitiveness of the wider economy. Although the concept has generally been applied to natural resource-rich economies, several commentators applied it to the influence of the UK’s financial services sector on the wider economy before the recession.28

Finally, a number of advocates for the manufacturing sector have argued that, in comparison with the services sector, it creates more high-wage jobs in more parts of the UK. Although we have not examined regional variations in growth over the past 30 years, it has been argued that manufacturing is especially good at creating well-paid skilled manual jobs.29 The large manufacturing sector in Germany has been cited as one reason that there is a more even distribution of income and employment, while the decline of manufacturing has been one cause of the decline in the economic fortune of several English regions.

At one level, these are all credible arguments for a shift in the sectoral composition of the UK economy. However, there are equally plausible counterarguments.

Opponents of sectoral rebalancing can point to the similar sectoral structures of the French and American economies and argue that these are just as good models for the UK as Germany and Finland. They might indeed draw attention to the concerns over balance currently being voiced in Germany and Finland, with concern in Germany over the size of its manufacturing sector, and worries in Finland over over-reliance on high-tech manufacturing, in particular on Nokia, and the challenge of encouraging small high-growth firms.

It is also not clear-cut that a shift towards manufacturing would be the best or only way to increase the value of British exports. Global business and financial services exports have been growing faster than manufacturing. Capitalising on the increasing tradability of services brought by ICT (among others) is sensible, particularly as the UK has a leading position in them. Whether the UK’s strong performance in business and financial services exports is sustainable in the future is an open question, but arguably manufacturing also faces tough export competition.

All this raises the important question of the burden of proof for economic policy. It seems to us that the argument for sectoral rebalancing requires more evidence than examination of the relative sizes of different parts of the UK economy or other statistical techniques, given that the conclusions that can be drawn from such an examination are limited.

This is the reason for the analysis undertaken in the next section: four possible ‘rebalanced’ scenarios are modelled to identify how plausible and how acceptable these scenarios would be.

Summary

The concept of a ‘balanced’ economy, as far as it relates to sectors, is a slippery one. On the one hand, it is clear that the UK is more reliant on financial and business services than many other developed countries, and that

29. Sir John Rose, Address to the Royal Society of Arts, 10 November 2009.
manufacturing has declined sharply in the past two decades.

However, neither the current composition of the UK economy nor the underlying trends are unique. The current level of sectoral contributions to growth and employment are similar to those observed in other countries, particularly the US and France.

The difficulty in determining whether the UK economy is unbalanced suggests alternative approaches are needed to assess the visions for the economy advocated by proponents of manufacturing and financial services. A more appropriate way of examining the implications of sectoral rebalancing is to model these scenarios with changing sectoral contributions. This is the focus of the next section.
Part 3: Visions for the economy – four scenarios for future growth

This section considers what rebalancing might mean for the future of the UK’s economy. The previous section concluded that it is difficult to either support or reject a policy of rebalancing by looking at the current sectoral composition of the economy. This section takes a different approach, modelling rebalancing scenarios to examine possible impacts on economic growth and other important indicators.

Of the four scenarios tested, it is argued that the business-as-usual scenario has significant drawbacks from the point of view of employment and regional growth, but that a full-blooded manufacturing renaissance requires some implausible assumptions to be true. More focused scenarios, based on growth in high-tech sectors, or in innovation increasing productivity across the economy, appear more plausible while generating attractive growth, employment and regional prospects.

This section presents four scenarios for future economic growth, one of which is the business-as-usual scenario used in a range of existing economic forecasts, and the other three which represent different paths for the UK economy that might occur over the next decade. These scenarios were constructed and modelled in partnership with Oxford Economics, using an adaption of its Industry model and of their base case for the future performance of the UK economy.

The scenarios are not predictions, but possibilities that can be evaluated. The report looks at the outcomes through two lenses: are they plausible – or to put it another way, what would one have to believe for them to occur – and are they desirable? In each case, we look at the consequences for important outcomes such as regional growth rates, employment, and exports.30

The four scenarios modelled were as follows:

1. Business-as-usual: This is effectively the base case, and is based on carefully considered assumptions about the most likely course of the UK economy over the next decade. It assumes that there are no major policy changes. It is moderately positive on the prospects for the UK economy, with an annual growth rate of 2.6 per cent until 2020.

2. Manufacturing Renaissance: Manufacturing has been cited as the sector that could play a large role in any sectoral rebalancing. Under this scenario, UK manufacturing reverses the decline of the last decade, and accounts for around 15 per cent of GVA in 2020 (up from 12 per cent in 2009). The scenario models closing half the gap with Finland and Germany in manufacturing share of output by 2020. These two countries were chosen as possible targets as they are often cited as successful examples of large manufacturing sectors in developed economies.

3. High-tech flourishing: This scenario reflects calls from advocates of high-tech manufacturing to focus support and policy effort on these high-potential sectors. In this scenario, high-tech industries catch up to their equivalents in Germany and Finland by 2020. In some instances, there are high-tech manufacturing sub-sectors where the contribution to GVA is already equivalent to or exceeds the equivalent level in Germany and Finland. No change in contribution was assumed for these sub-sectors.

30. It is important to note that the same outcome can be a test of both plausibility and desirability. For example, a scenario that implies a high level of exports might be judged to be desirable. Beyond a certain point a very high level of exports may become a test of plausibility, since it could be taken to imply that the scenario involves the UK sector achieving a market share that in reality it is unlikely to achieve.
4. Innovation across the economy: Innovation has generated two-thirds of productivity growth between 2000 and 2007. This scenario assumes widespread investment in innovation by all sectors of the economy. This metric measures not just R&D, but other categories of investment that are important across the economy, such as the development of new products, services and business models, new creative output and investment in design. In this scenario, the UK would replicate returns to innovation that came from investment in intangibles in the 1990s, when these were at their peak.

The manufacturing, high-tech manufacturing and innovation scenarios are modelled by modifying the business-as-usual forecast developed by Oxford Economics. The results of the four different scenarios are as follows.

1. Business-as-usual

Let us first of all consider the business-as-usual scenario. The scenario suggests that the UK would grow at a reasonable rate over the next decade (by 2.6 per cent/pa). However this recovery has two serious draw backs: it comes with slow employment growth (not anticipated until 2013) and unfavourable regional growth prospects.

The business-as-usual case anticipates sluggish initial economic growth before a peak in 2013.
Average annual GVA growth for the decade is anticipated to be in the region of 2.6 per cent/pa, in comparison to 2.4 per cent/pa seen between 1990 and 2000 and 1.3 per cent/pa between 2000 and 2010 (Figure 12). The projected scenario timeline between 2010 and 2020 is expected to include the recovery phase and therefore a period of above-trend growth. In contrast, 2000 to 2010 includes the most severe recessions since the Depression. The underlying trend is similar across the two decades once these two factors have been factored in.

Growth is anticipated to come predominantly from business services, with both manufacturing and financial services contributing in smaller proportions. Business services is projected to grow by 5.8 per cent/pa in the next decade – this would be higher than growth in the last decade (which averaged 3.5 per cent/pa). Business services growth figures between 2000 and 2010 are impacted by the recession; when total output grew by 1.3 per cent in 2008 and fell by 4.1 per cent in 2009.

Boosted by a weaker pound, manufacturing is expected to grow by 1.7 per cent per annum from 2010 to 2020. This is in contrast to the contraction seen in the last decade, partly as a result of the recession. In particular, high-tech manufacturing performs well, growing by around 3.0 per cent/pa to 2020. Again, this would represent a reverse in fortunes from the last decade when high-tech manufacturing shrank by 0.4 per cent/pa. Even with regulation anticipated to kick in, financial services are anticipated to exhibit the same growth as they did in the last decade (4.0 per cent/pa). It should be noted that the recession contracted financial services growth in the last decade and growth prior to the recession was higher (6.0 per cent/pa between 1996 and 2006).

Job growth is not anticipated to pick up until 2013, with stronger job growth expected in the second half of the decade (Figure 13). This would pull through an additional 1.6 million jobs by 2020. Business services are expected to become the main driver of job creation, contributing to the lion’s share over the next decade. Other sectors, such as distribution and construction, are expected to aid recovery during the second half of the decade.

Growth in manufacturing is predominantly achieved through productivity gains, with employment expected to fall by 2.2 per cent each year from 2010 to 2020 – equivalent to

Figure 12: Contributions to GVA growth in the business-as-usual scenario
Figure 13: Contribution to employment growth in the business-as-usual scenario

around 550,000 fewer jobs in the sector in 2020. High-tech manufacturing also continues to shed jobs over the decade. In the short term these factors would reduce the rate of decline in manufacturing’s contribution to the UK economy by 2020.

With demand anticipated to come predominantly from world trade, the model anticipates the current account deficit would be eliminated by 2013 with the UK running a small surplus for the remainder of the decade. The composition of UK exports is expected to continue to shift from goods to services, with services representing 45 per cent of UK exports by 2020, with imports continuing to be dominated by goods. As a result, the UK trade deficit in goods is expected to grow from £69 billion in 2009 to £91 billion in 2020, but this is more than compensated by the increase in the trade surplus in services, expected to triple from £38 billion in 2009 to £123 billion in 2020.

The business-as-usual scenario is more optimistic than that set forth in recent analysis by Coutts and Rowthorn,33 which suggests that the deficit would increase by the end of the period to 5 per cent. Differences arise due to weaker sterling, higher unemployment, stronger external demand and slower domestic demand in the OE model.

Under the business-as-usual scenario, growth and job creation continues to be the strongest in London and the South East. North East and Wales are expected to continue to lag with the gap anticipated to widen. For example, London is anticipated to grow at an average of 3.2 per cent/pa over the next decade. This is significantly higher than the growth rate in Wales which is expected to be in the region of 1.9 per cent/pa. This discrepancy is also seen in job growth where London again dominates with growth in the region of 1.0 per cent/pa over the next decade compared to 0.1 per cent/pa in Wales.

How do the scenarios play out?

Building on this business-as-usual scenario, we examine what happens to economic growth,
Economic growth

For the UK to make significant progress towards developing an industrial structure similar to Germany and Finland (the manufacturing scenario), the model suggests that there would need to be some major shifts in the economy. Modelling of this scenario gives a sense of the scale of activity required rather than an accurate prediction of what would be required.

Based on the modelling analysis, the manufacturing scenario would require GVA growth at a very high growth rate of 3.7 per cent/pa from 2010 to 2020 (Figure 14). This level of growth would see manufacturing reversing the trends of the past decade to contribute a share of the economy last seen in the late 1990s. Manufacturing itself would need to grow at an average rate of 6.2 per cent/pa. Such explosive growth is highly unlikely and would require growth of a scale not seen in recent times in the UK.

Growth in manufacturing would have a positive impact on some sectors through increased domestic demand for intermediate purchases and through any increase in final demand (consumer or investment spending), which makes increasing its share more difficult. In particular, business services benefit from this increase and would be anticipated to grow by 6.7 per cent/pa on average over the decade. So even in the manufacturing renaissance scenario, business services continue to be the most important contributor to GVA growth. This highlights how the inherent nature of the UK economy makes it difficult for manufacturing to increase its contribution to the UK economy, even when output increases significantly.

In reality, there would be negative impacts on other sectors through crowding out. When growth restraints are imposed, sectors such as construction and distribution see lower growth than in the business-as-usual as wage costs increase for workers.
Figure 15: Contribution to GVA growth in the High-Tech scenario

Figure 16: Contribution to GVA growth in the innovation scenario
The second scenario, whereby UK high-tech sectors reach equivalent levels exhibited in Germany and Finland, produces projections which, while aggressive, could be achievable (Figure 15). Overall average growth would be in the region of 3.0 per cent/pa. Growth in the high-tech manufacturing sector would be predicted to be in the region of 7.7 per cent/pa, similar to the level in the late 1990s but higher than for the 1990s overall. This level of growth would result in high-tech manufacturing contributing to 3.4 per cent of total UK GVA in 2020, up from around 2.5 per cent in 2000. Business services are an important contributor to growth in this scenario too, and drive the majority of growth over that period.

Modelling the impact of enhancing innovation across the economy highlights how broader economic growth can be fostered (Figure 16). Some sectors invest more in innovative activities and so perform well in this scenario. However, this approach also highlights that there are innovative activities in all sectors of the economy and even sectors which are not typically considered to be innovative, such as construction, benefit from an uplift in innovation.

With wider investment in innovation, growth rates around 3.2 per cent/pa over the decade could be generated. Both high-tech manufacturing and business services benefit with growth rates of 4.4 per cent/pa and 6.7 per cent/pa respectively.

There would be some slight shifts in the sectoral composition of the UK economy under this scenario. Manufacturing companies that invest more in innovative activities, such as aerospace, pharmaceutical and communications, grow more strongly and contribute more strongly to UK GVA than in the business-as-usual. Business service and financial services also show stronger gains through innovation.

**Employment**

With higher growth being modelled in all three scenarios, employment levels are also higher than in the business-as-usual case. The levels of employment seen in the three scenarios correlate with anticipated growth levels. Table 1 below highlights changes in employment.

All three scenarios would return the UK to employment growth earlier than the business-as-usual scenario. All see employment moving, from a low in 2010, to growth in 2011, rather than 2013 as anticipated in the business-as-usual scenario. The manufacturing scenario would require a very large number of new workers in the economy, around 4.1 million by

**Table 1: Employment growth in each scenario**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2000-2010</th>
<th>2010-2020</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>High-tech manufacturing</th>
<th>Wider innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percentage growth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-tech manufacturing</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All manufacturing</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Services</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated increased number of jobs in 2020 above 2010 (m)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-tech manufacturing</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All manufacturing</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Services</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2020. The other two scenarios would also see strong job growth by 2020 but much less than that estimated in the manufacturing scenario.

Initial analysis suggests that, accompanying this level of employment growth, the manufacturing renaissance scenario would need the total number of companies in the economy to increase by around 400,000 by 2020, almost double the projected business-as-usual scenario of around 200,000 additional companies. This would require around 15,000 additional manufacturing companies in the market by 2020, against a projected business-as-usual scenario where there would be an estimated 25,000 fewer manufacturing companies in operation in 2020. Even in this scenario, the business services sector would have the greatest number of companies in existence in 2020. The other two scenarios would require around 300,000 additional companies in the UK business stock by 2020.

**Current account**

All scenarios offer slight improvements in the current account deficit. Both manufacturing scenarios would generate benefits in terms of regional growth and improvements on the current account (exports less imports). Under business-as-usual, the OE model suggests that the balance of goods and services would improve and stand around £32 billion in 2020. The manufacturing scenario rather implausibly leads to a much faster elimination of the deficit and delivers a surplus of over £350 billion by 2020. While this level of surplus is large, and would perhaps generate feedback effects not fully captured by the model, it demonstrates the scale of surplus anticipated if manufacturing were to grow rapidly. A surplus approaching this size also raises questions of vulnerability to fluctuations in international demand. The high-tech and innovation scenarios lead to more modest surpluses in the region of £60-70 billion by 2020. In the manufacturing scenario, goods dominate exports. For the high-tech and innovation scenarios, the share of exports between goods and services converges but goods are expected to still be the highest contributor to exports by 2020.

**Regional impact**

All three scenarios have positive growth impacts on the regions and nations. For example, growth rates in Wales would be in the range of 2.3 per cent/pa to 2.7 per cent/pa under the three scenarios compared to 1.9 per cent/pa in business-as-usual. Employment growth in Wales would be in the order of 0.2-0.3 per cent/pa in the scenarios compared to 0.1 per cent/pa in the business-as-usual scenario (Figure 17). In both manufacturing scenarios, the regions benefit to a slightly greater degree than London over the business-as-usual scenario. However these differences are very small. In all three scenarios, London and the South East are anticipated to still experience strong growth.

It should be noted that the models assume that the boost to growth in any given sector would be the same across all regions (e.g. if business services grows by 1 per cent a year faster at the national level, it does so in each of the regions as well). This method allows the different sectoral profiles of the regions to be incorporated into assessment of impact. However, the sectoral mix is only one component of a region’s potential growth rate. Other factors such as demographics and skills also impact on growth. The models do not allow for these differences in the scenarios, which is why the regional differences do not vary significantly.

**Summary**

The scenarios do not seek to map out all possible end points for the economy by 2020 or predict the future. Rather they seek to highlight the factors which would need to be in play for changes to the sectoral composition of the UK economy to occur.

The business-as-usual scenario anticipates plausible economic growth to 2020. But this comes at the expense of two critical factors – sluggish employment growth in the first half of the decade and poor growth in some regions of the UK. These are not desirable factors, ones which all governments typically try to prevent, a fact reinforced by the new Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister who highlight their desire to “support sustainable growth and enterprise, balanced across all regions and all industries” in the new government’s recently published programme.

Increasing manufacturing’s contribution to the economy to around 15 per cent in 2020, 3 percentage points up from its share in 2009, would require changes in the economy which have not been seen in recent times (Figure 18). So while potentially desirable, this scenario appears to be implausible. The manufacturing sector would need to grow at an extraordinary rate (around 6.2 per cent/
Figure 17: Regional employment growth in each scenario
pa), and be supported by a large-scale increase in the UK workforce (up by an additional 4.1 million jobs by 2020). The gains in employment in manufacturing represent the equivalent of creating six new BAEs by 2020.34 It is important to note that there is scope to strengthen the manufacturing sector, but given the boost that a manufacturing expansion generates in the other sectors of the UK economy, particularly business services, increasing its share of GVA would prove to be more challenging.

Both the high-tech and innovation scenarios offer plausible growth projections, demonstrating the important role that high-tech manufacturing, business and financial services – the so-called ‘knowledge economy’ – are anticipated to have in driving growth over the next decade. Both would deliver robust economic growth (over 3.0 per cent/pa) and bring a faster return to employment growth. Sector-specific growth rates in each scenario would be high but similar to those seen in recent history. Additionally the current account deficit could be eliminated faster than under business-as-usual. Finally, they offer much more tolerable growth rates in the regions than the business-as-usual scenario would imply. All these factors are obviously desirable.

But it is important to note that both the high-tech and innovation scenarios are stretching. They would require a number of factors to slot into place – the right skills in the economy, the ability to capitalise on external demand and significant private sector investment. Getting the right policy framework to support companies in making these investments will be critical.

---

34. This is an illustrative figure. BAE Systems employed around 40,000 people in the UK in 2002. The manufacturing renaissance would require job growth in the region of 260,000 by 2020.

---

Figure 18: Contribution to GVA in 2020 in each scenario
Part 4: How could the UK facilitate innovation and growth?

This section examines how government policy could support investment in innovation in all sectors, including high-tech ones. Innovation is a powerful driver of growth, and was responsible for two-thirds of productivity growth between 2000 and 2007.

If the UK is to secure a robust economic growth in the future, innovation should be placed at the heart of government policy to promote growth. In practice this suggests that policy for growth should be focused on two ends: fostering an environment in which innovative firms can flourish; and making sure that the government actions to support high-potential, high-tech sectors, are constructive wherever possible.

The case for an innovation-led policy framework for growth

Innovation as a driver of growth in the high-tech sectors is well documented – pharmaceutical companies invest in innovation to discover new drugs and are increasingly using innovative sales and marketing methods to gain competitive advantage, and aerospace companies are constantly striving for innovations to deliver more fuel efficient engines. But what is less obvious is how innovation drives growth in the wider economy.

In 2007, NESTA estimates that the private sector invested £133 billion in innovation, with traditional scientific R&D accounting only for 11 per cent. The bulk of investment in innovation is on activities that occur in all sectors, not just high-tech ones, and include investments needed to commercialise ideas, such as product design, training in new skills, organisational innovation, developing new customer offerings, developing branding and copyright. Investment in innovation has been growing over the decade, and the level appears to compare favourably to countries like France and Germany, and is similar to the US.

The importance of this investment for economic performance cannot be underestimated. The link between innovation and productivity is becoming increasingly well established, with innovation being responsible for two-thirds of UK labour productivity growth between 2000 and 2007. Given the UK’s long-standing problem with productivity, understanding the contribution of innovation is a first step towards developing an effective policy response.

This macroeconomic analysis of innovation ties in with the experience of business who know that innovation is necessary for productivity improvements across the board – through improved processes, better products, new business models, and the adoption of new technology. This applies to all sectors as companies seek to move up the value chain – whether it is Rolls-Royce offering high value services, or disruptive technologies, like the internet changing the retail sector beyond recognition. For instance, the innovative use of new IT systems by wholesalers and retailers is considered to be one of the major contributors to productivity growth in the US in the late twentieth century.

This link between innovation and growth at the company level is vividly brought to life by some recent analysis of high-growth companies. The fastest growing 6 per cent of businesses generated half of the jobs created by existing businesses in the UK between 2002 and 2008. What these companies had in common was a disproportionate tendency to be innovative. Crucially these companies were found in all sectors of the economy and across all regions of the UK.

Allied with the scenarios analysis in this report, the evidence base for private sector innovation as a major driver of growth becomes compelling.

How should policy respond?

Policies to promote innovation and growth should be focused on two goals: fostering an environment in which innovative firms can flourish; and making sure that the government actions to support high-potential, high-tech sectors, are constructive wherever possible.

Encouraging innovation across the economy

When it comes to encouraging innovation across the economy, government can influence a number of conditions without which innovation will be impaired or stopped altogether. The urgent need to reduce the deficit means that there is an equally urgent need to consider how to deliver more value for money from spending programmes. Invariably, reducing spending will be the first priority but this will not deliver productivity gains without radical reform to government programmes.

This approach suggests that government should highlight its overarching policy objectives to develop an environment that supports innovative companies. In some cases, there is good evidence for new policies to transform how government supports innovation and enterprise. These are highlighted below alongside desirable policy objectives.

• Improve knowledge creation: Companies generate ideas, develop new products, write new software, experiment with new business models, or draw up new designs. But in the process of knowledge creation leading to innovation, companies rarely operate in isolation. Rather they draw on multiple sources of knowledge and information, including university research, their own customers and supply chains, and external consultants. Policies should seek to develop a good science base, encourage companies to develop and commercialise ideas and put in place the right physical, transport and communications infrastructure.

Improving transformation of good ideas from our universities into successful commercial products is a mechanism of driving innovation and growth. This will require a new model of university and business collaboration in the future. Proposed intermediary research centres may be part of the puzzle. But there are also likely to be opportunities to better leverage existing intermediary research centres to improve knowledge transfer with businesses.

• Promote enterprise: A culture of enterprise that encourages experimentation and does not stigmatise failure is essential to innovation. This can be developed through delivering support to entrepreneurs at an early stage of developing their companies and framing a tax environment that encourages risk-taking.

The aim to support the generality of business appears misguided given that the 6 per cent of the fastest growing businesses generated over half new jobs between 2002 and 2008. With over £140 million spent annually on Business Link programmes, new approaches should be considered to target growth business more effectively. Mainstream government support, such as Business Links, is not clearly targeted at this group. In an age of austerity, government should consider the role that cheaper, private sector-led programmes that incubate and support high-potential businesses in particular can play. Government should learn from more growth-oriented incubators, such as Seedcamp or Design London (both of which NESTA works with), and innovative advice providers, like the British Library’s Business and IP Centre (see Box on p.34). This type of reform will be particularly important in the regions of the UK which are facing a greater challenge in fostering economic growth.

• Encourage open and competitive markets: As regulators of the market, government has a significant role in setting barriers to entry and growth in different markets. Governments implicitly endorse products through the granting of standards and licences. Small decisions by regulators and standards bodies can have a large impact on whether innovative goods and services come to the market and are embraced by consumers.

• Ensure access to finance: The ability of a company to exploit an idea is critically dependent on the availability and quality of capital. Government policy here on banking competition and small business lending, combined with existing policies like the Innovation Investment Fund, can help provide the financial architecture that businesses need to innovate and thrive. As part of its year-long work, the recently established Banking Commission should seek to examine

37. During 2008/9 the Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (now known as BIS) provided £141.7 million of funding (further information available from Hansard). Regional Development Agencies and HMRC also contribute funding for Business Link services.
The policy challenge of supporting companies with high-growth potential has arisen in the UK and other countries. Venture capital obviously has a role to play in providing finance to companies with high-growth potential and there are several examples of how governments have skilfully intervened to support the development of venture capital markets.38 Outside the finance sphere, there are a growing number of examples of market-led interventions which address the specific needs of entrepreneurs seeking to develop transformative companies.

**Seedcamp**
Backed by NESTA, Seedcamp is a technology accelerator vehicle created to ‘jumpstart’ the entrepreneurial community in the UK. It is an intensive week-long summer school for start-ups in London, where young entrepreneurs get advice and input from experienced mentors. From the 20 start-up teams that successfully apply to attend each camp, between five and eight of the most promising prospects receive between €30,000 and €50,000 in financing in exchange for 5 to 10 per cent equity. Since the initiative was launched in 2007, Seedcamp has developed a network of over 400 mentors, and has made over 20 investments, including in companies such as BaseKit. Alumni, like Spotify, help mentor the new generation of tech entrepreneurs. Its model of combining mentoring with seed financing has been adopted by IBM for its new ‘smart camp’ and Seedcamp is now expanding with ‘mini’ camps all over Europe.

**British Library’s Business and IP Centre**
The British Library’s Business and IP Centre was launched in 2006 with a £1 million investment from the London Development Agency. The Centre facilitates access to the Library’s unrivalled source of information on intellectual property, helping entrepreneurs to identify just how novel their idea is, as well as its market potential and competition base. The centre also offers training courses and meeting space. Over 6,000 entrepreneurs used the service between 2007 and 2009.

**Creative Business Mentor Network**
The Creative Business Mentor Network was set up to nurture creative businesses in the TV production, advertising and digital media sectors with an appetite for growth. The Network allows creative companies to benefit from one-to-one mentoring by some of the most successful business people within the creative sector. Experienced mentors share practical advice on overcoming the challenges of growing a creative business. Participation in the programme is free for mentees and mentors are unpaid. The Network was created and funded by NESTA and supported by PACT, the trade association for independent media companies, and Grant Thornton. NESTA’s involvement in this initiative allows it to test models for nurturing potential high-growth companies. In its first year, the Network mentored 24 companies. Three-quarters of the participants felt that the programme created ‘major benefits’ in terms of improvement to the commercial performance of their business. Return on investment to date is estimated at £1.49 net additional GVA for every £1 invested.

**Danish Gazelles programme**
The Danish Gazelle Growth Programme was established in 2007 by the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation to identify 40 to 50 start-ups or small enterprises with international growth potential, and help them to reach it. The companies are teamed up with expert international mentors from the private sector, and take part in a series of training and development camps over a number of months. The camps focus on particular aspects of growth strategies, from business model development to market testing, and creating international networks to how to monitor and adjust growth strategies over time.
how financial institutions in the UK provide debt and equity to innovative companies and options for enhancing support.

The corporation tax system would benefit from a long, hard examination to ensure that it supports companies investing in innovation. For example, the proposed introduction of the patent box in 2013/14 is a further attempt to use targeted tax relief to encourage innovation-intensive businesses. It will be another instrument in the policy mix, one that is aimed to stimulate both R&D and manufacturing in the UK. Understanding the interactions between these different instruments will be important to ensure a transparent, efficient tax system to stimulate business investment in innovation.

• A highly skilled workforce: The need for a highly skilled workforce is now widely recognised. While there have been significant improvements in higher education attainment rates, further education has been neglected. With demand for technicians set to grow,39 government should seek to promote apprenticeships and greater progression from apprenticeships into higher education.

This is not intended to be a comprehensive prescription of policies to support high-growth companies. There will undoubtedly be other policies which can effectively target high-potential companies, and we welcome suggestions on these policies.

Targeted policies for high-potential sectors

Focusing on the framework conditions for fostering innovation in the UK economy is a good starting point. In addition, government should consider its industrial policy. This should not be interpreted as a call for a return to industrial activism. Rather it takes the pragmatic view that governments will always play a role in tax, education, regulation, and infrastructure – essential components of industrial policy.

Almost all the impacts of policies are necessarily sector-specific. Being aware of the dynamics of various sectors, and understanding the sector-specific policy effects that can result, is a first step in designing policy.

Developing a coherent strategy or concordat that sets government’s long-term vision for each sector, and offers clarity regarding government’s intended actions, would provide companies with the certainty required to undertake the long-term investments that often underlie innovation success. Government is likely to benefit as well, not only from higher economic dynamism per se, but also as a consumer of innovative products itself.

Life Sciences is an example of such a sector in the UK. The interaction between the biomedical industry and the NHS should enhance the outputs of both parties. However the NHS is often perceived to be an unresponsive partner in healthcare research. Equally a healthy small and medium biotechnology and medical technology market could exploit collaborative opportunities to become important elements of the UK biomedical sector. NESTA is currently seeking to identify practical steps that could enable NHS Trusts, universities and companies to realise greater benefits through collaboration.

Energy, food and agriculture are another example of where government plays a large role in determining the shape of the sector – through procurement (e.g. Whitehall spend on energy efficiency), regulation (e.g. health and safety regulators) and subsidies (e.g. Common Agricultural Policy). Actions need to be carefully considered to ensure that innovation continues to flourish in these sectors.

Conclusion

Our analysis highlights the challenges in seeking to rebalance the economy. While a 3 percentage point increase in the manufacturing sector’s contribution to the economy by 2020 appears farfetched, doing nothing also has unpleasant consequences for the UK – slower employment growth and flat-lining economies in some regions of the UK.

Innovation, whether in the high-tech manufacturing sector or more widely across all sectors, could drive robust growth with positive employment and regional impacts. But this will not be easy. The private sector will need to make significant investments in innovative activities to realise opportunities in the UK and, critically, overseas.

Getting the right policy framework to support companies in making these investments will be crucial. This implies policy for growth should be focused on two ends: fostering an environment in which innovative firms can flourish; and making sure that the government policy framework as it affects high-potential, high-tech sectors, provides vision and long term certainty.
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